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PREFACE 

This study was initiated as part of the landing mat program under 

"Environmental Constraints on Materiel," DA Project No. 1Tl62112Al31, 

and subsequently completed under "General Purpose Expedient Engineering 

Materiel," DA Project No. 1Tl62112A528, Task 04, under the sponsorship 

of the Research Division, Research, Development, and Engineering 

Directorate, U. S. Army Materiel Command. 

The engineer design tests pertinent to this investigation were 

performed at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station {WES ) 

during March-August 1974 under the general supervision of Mr. James P. 

Sale, Chief, Soils and Pavements Laboratory {S&PL ) . Personnel of the 

Materiel Development Division, S&PL, actively engaged in the planning, 

testing, analyzing, and reporting phases of the investigation were 

Messrs. William L. Mcinnis, Hugh L. Green, Dewey W. White, Jr., and 

Gordon L. Carr. The Pavement Design Division, S&PL, had the responsi

bility of constructing and trafficking the test section and also of 

performing the necessary soil tests under the supervision of 

Messrs. Richard G. Ahlvin, Ronald L. Hutchinson, and Cecil D. Burns. 

This report was prepared by Mr. Carr. 

Director of WES during the conduct of this study and preparation of 

this report was COL G. H. Hilt, CE. The Technical Director was Mr. F. R. 

Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI) 
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

U. s. custorr.ary units of measurement used in this report can be con

verted to metric (SI) units as follows: 

MultiEl:l Bl To Obtain 

inches o. 45359237 kilograms 

feet ·0. 6894757 newtons per square centimeter 

square feet 0. 3048 meters 

square inches 2. 54 centimeters 

pounds 16. 01849 kilograms per cubic meter 

pounds per cubic foot 0. 092903 square meters 

pounds per square inch 6. 4516 square centimeters 
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ENGINEER DESIGN TESTS OF DOW TRUSS WEB LANDING MATS 

WITH WATERPROOF.ABLE CONNECTORS AND SEALS 

Introduction 

Background 

1. The truss web mat was developed and tested to meet the requirements 
for a heavy-duty landing mat (i.e. sustain 1000 coverages of a 50,000-lb 
single-wheel load [SWL] with tire inflation pressure of 250 psi when 
placed on a soil with a rated CBR strength of 4). The mat met these re
quirements and was type classified on 12 April 1974. During the time of 
the development of the truss web mat, the C-5A was tested on a used 
landing mat (XM19, XM18, and .AM2) airfield at Dyess AFB, Texas; the test 
results are reported in Technical Report No. �TR-71-45, "C-5A 
Ground-Flotation Test on a Landing Mat Runway, " dated July· 197i. In 
these test results, on the fourth landing of the C-5A loaded to a gross 
weight of 470,700 lb and with the main landing gear tires inflated to 
82 psi, "the mat surfacing system failed," as AM2 panels became disen
gaged at three locations and scattered around the general area where 
aircraftbrakes were applied. There were no injuries and only minor 
damage was caused to the aircraft. 

Purposes 

2. Because of this incident, studies were undertaken to develop and test 
a mat that would be compatible with mass loadings of the magnitude of the 
C-5A aircraft. It was thought that a waterproof version of the truss 
web mat would probably meet the C-5A aircraf't requirements. The water
proof seals in. the joints would- position alT joints in an extended position, 
thus reducing the tendency of the mats to bow up and disengage. 

Description 
of mats tested 

3: During the period March-August 1974, traffic tests were conducted at 
WES on Dow truss web landing mat with waterproofable connectors. Initially, 
the mat was tested without the waterproofing seals to determine the 
structural capability of the mat and later it was tested with waterproofing 
seals to evaluate their effectiveness. The tests were conducted under 
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the protection of a shelter in order that the soil strength could be con
trolled and in an open area sub jected to both normal and artificial rainfall 
to provide data for comparison with similar type mat test data. A bundle of the 
mat is shown in Incl 1. Full and half panels (Incl.2), 9 by 2 �and. 
4-1/2 by 2 �. were providei so that the panels could be placed in a 
pattern similar to brickwork construction. When received, the mats 
were weighed and measured to determine if the panels were within the 
specified tolerances. The thickness of the top of the female connector 
was over the plus tolerance by 0.009 in. but did not cause any problems 
in the female/male connection; however, all other measurements were 
within tolerance. The mat corners were irregularly formed due to ex-
cessive welding and had to be hand-filed (under the supervision of 
contractor personnel) so that the contoured waterproof seal would be 
more compatible (Incl 3). All of the end connector bars measured were 
short vf the specified dimension by 0. 01 to 0.07 in. The underdimensional 
bar had no effect on the traffic tests of the mats, but probably had 
some effect on efforts to make the mats waterproof. It was noted that 
the antiskid was flaking off on one end of three panels leaving over 
100 sq in. of exposed metal (Incl 4). In addition, some panels were 
noted to have pinholes in the welds (Incl 5) and the parent metal was 
burned away where the weld ended at the female edge (Incl 6)0 The 
average weights of the panels and connectors were: 

Full panel* 
Half panel* 
Connector bar (includes seal and plastic strip) 
Rubber plug 

108. 5 lb 
56.5 lb 

1. 72 lb 
0. 1 lb 

* Does not include neoprene seal in male connector 

The weight per square foot of placin� area of the full panel with 
connector was 6.13 lb. 

4. Changes were basically made in the areas of the standard mat where 
it was necessary to accommodate the neoprene seals. The standard and 
waterproof male connectors (with seals) are illustrated in Incl 7a. 

-There -were -no -significant -changes ln the female connector. Cross 
sections of the end connectors, bars, and seals of the standard and 
waterproof mats are shown in Incl 7b. The seals were made from 60-
durometer neoprene. They were made to size by extruding the neoprene 
through a multihollow extrusion. The hollow areas or voids in the 
seals distort or �hrne:e shape to make the seal compress and/or expand. 
The end connector bar cap was molded from 30- to 40-durometer neoprene 
materialo 
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Traffic Test Without Seals 

5. A layout of the test section is shown in Incl 8. The shaded 
panels show standard truss web mat panels (previously used) that were 
connected to the waterproof truss web mat with the standard lock bar 
which permitted a slight excess of slack in the end joint. The sub
grade was processed to a depth of 24 in. and prepared with an in-place 
CBR of 3. 8 (Incl 9). The subgrade was covered with Tl6 membrane prior 
to mat placement to help prevent the subgrade from drying and thereby 
causing the CBR to rise. The panels were placed by hinging the female 
connector of a panel to the male connector of a panel already in place. 
To make the hinging connection, the panels were held at an angle of 
30 to 45 deg to the ground (Incl 10) and lowered to the groundo The 
end connector bar was then inserted (Incl 11) to lock the panels 
together. The mat was placed at a rate of 822 sq ft per man-hour with 
a 7-man crew. The only tools required were a hammer and a crowbar. 

6. The traffic tests were conducted with the 50,000-lb SWL cart (Incl 12) 
using a 56. 00x16, 32-ply tire with 250-psi tire inflation pressure. The 
pattern of traffic was applied in accordance with the standard distribu
tion pattern of 20, 80, and 100 percent coverages as shown in Incl 13. 

7o Prior to the application of traffic, the mat surface was generally 
smooth (Incl 14). At 50 coverages, the ends of the female connectors 
showed stress signs as the paint was cracking and the edges were turning 
up slightly. Also, all panels had some antiskid disbonded, predominately 
on the.east end. At 200 coverages, the me asured deflection (Incl 15) 
had increased to 1.1 in. from a maxjmum of o. 8 in. at 0 coverages. The 
cross sections (Incl 16) and center-line profiles (Incl 17) indicated 
that the mat's surface had changed an average of approximately 0. 5 in. 
between 0 and 200 coverages. This change represented approximately 
75 percent or more of the total change that the surface underwent during_ 
the entire test (1020- coverage-a-) • 

• 

8. At 480 coverages, the first break in the mat was observed. On 
panel 6, a break occurred at the female I-lock corner (Incl 18). This 
was a weld break, 3/4 in. long on the surface and extending vertically 
down the weld groove. The female connector had a break 1 in. long at 
the top of the vertical slope leg similar to that shown in Incl 19. 
Panel 9 had a ver�ical metal break on the top flange at the base of the 
female connector at. this coverage level. Also, panels 8, 17, 18, 22, 
24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 had develcped vertical weld breaks at the male 
I-lock cornero The breaks traveled along the weld bead in most instances, 
but some breaks also went into the locking bar cavity. 'In most cases, 
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the weld breaks extended onto the mat surface for 1/4 to 1/2 in. 
Panels 6, 8, 9, 17, and 18 had not been altered (corners were not filed 
to make a uniform contour for the water seal caps). The male corners 
of the othe r panels with breaks were altered before the tests. Soil 
data were taken under the joint of panels 10 and 11 (which were slid 
out of the section) at 500 coverages, and the soil strength was 3. 6 CBR 
(Incl 9}o The removed panels were inspected and it was noted that the 
ends were wearin� down for 2 in. along the top of the male connector 
lips {Incl 20). Also. the bottom 2 in. of the male connectors at the 
ends were being pushed up, closing the cavity where water seals would 
normally be installed (Incl 20). The soil data area was tamped, panels 
slid back into position, and traffic continued. 

9o At 650 coverages, half panel A had vertical weld cracks in all 
corners. One female corner had a metal break similar to that shown in 
Incl 18. Half panel B had a vertical weld crack at a male corner and 
a metal break at a female corner similar to that shown in Incl 18. 
Surface breaks had progressed to a maximum length of 3/4 in. on full 
panels 22 and 25. 

lOo At 860 coverages, panels 6, 15, 16, 18, and 25 had 1-1/2-in. cracks 
in the weld on the top surface at the female I-lock corner parallel to 
the panel end. Panel 25 had a similar 1-1/2-in. break at the male I-
lock corner. �� 

11. These breaks were closely watched because as they protruded up a 
sharp edge would be exposed and present a tire hazard. At 1020 coverages, 
the breaks had progressed to a maximum length of 6 in. Since these 
edges were protruding up 3/16 in. causing a tire hazard, the section 
was considered failed. All panels that had an end joint in the 100 percent 
traffic area had surface breaks at 1020 coverages. A general view of 
the test section at 1020 coverages is shown in Incl 21. 

12 .. Some typical surface breaks are shown in Incl 22 on panels 15 and 16, 
Incl 23 on panels 19 and 20, and Incl 24 on panel 18 and half panel B. 
-Inclo-su....""e -25 -shows typical failures at the male I-lock. corner. (Note 
the bottom metal crack, the vertical weld break, the metal break in the 
I-lock connector, and the closed and distorted void where the water seal 
is installed. ) The half panels had similar breaks as shown in Incls 26 
and 27. Half panel A had a break in the female connector approximately 
12 to 15 in. fro!n the panel end (Incl 27). This was the only break of 
this type that occurred in this test. 

13. During the traffic test, it was observed that the end joints of the 
panels moved vertically more than those in previous standard truss web 
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mat tests. The ends of two 9-� panels of both the standard and water
proof truss web mats were connected. Measurements were made of how 
high the end could be raised or lowered before the opposite panel was 
raised or lowered. The standard mat could be raised 5-1/2 in., and the 
waterproof mat could be raised 7-1/4 in. The standard mat could be 
lowered 3 in., whereas the waterproof mat could be lowered 6-1/8 in. 
The larger movements of the waterproof mat under traffic can be partially 
attributed to the excess slack in the end Joints. The end Joints of the 
waterproofable mat contained additional space between the lock bar and 
the end connector in order to accommodate the neoprene seals. 

14. At various intervals during the traffic test, measurements were 
made to determine how much the mats were bridging the subgrade at the 
center line of the traffic lane. Bridging of the subgrade was partly 
the cause of the deflection being high at various traffic intervals, 
including a maximum of 2.4 in. at 1020 coverages ( Incl 15). The bridging 
and coverage data are as follows: 

Coverages Bride;ing2 in. 

240 1/2 
700 3/4 
860 1-1/2 

1020 1-3/4 

15. At 1000 coverages, soil strength data indicated an average CBR of · 
3.5 ( Incl 9). These data, with other soil data, gave a rated CBR strength 
of 3.7 for the test duration. The 1020 coverages on a 3.7 CBR is 
equivalent to 1420 coverages on a 4.0 CBR. This relationship is shown 
graphically in Incl 28 and is essentially equal to that obtained on the 
standard truss web production mat. 

Waterproof Test with Seals 

16. In July and August 1974, the Dow truss web mat with seals was traffic 
tested to determine its service life when exposed to adverse weather 
conditions ( rain and simulated rain ) . Static tests at WES with the mat 
indicated that the seals leaked at the corners and probably along the 
end connector bars ( Incl 29). Because of this problem, it was decided 
that only a limited quantity of mat would be tested. If the test was 
unsuccessful, some modifications could then be made in the remaining 
panels, and the modified panels could be tested. The test site was located 
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in an open area (Incl 30). The test section had a 2 percent transverse 
crown, and the approaches were sloped at 3 percent away from the test 
section to prevent water migrating into the subgrade from outside the 
test section. French drains 1 ft wide and 10 in. deep were installed 
at each end of the test section and lined with membrane (Incl 31). The 
approaches were also covered with membrane to stop edge water from 
getting under the test mat. The subgrade was a local loess lean clay 
(CL) which was processed for 15 in. to produce a 6 to 12 CBR (Incl 32). 
The average water content and CBR were 18.4 percent and 11, respectively 
(Incl 9). However, 10 days later when the mats were placed, airfield 
cone penetrometer readings showed an average of 15 CBR for the surface, 
and one reading showed a CBR at the 2-in. level exceeding 18. This 
type soil has a high affinity for water and a fast rate of strength loss 
with increases in water content. The panels were placed in a manner 
similar to that used previously except for protection of the seals. 
The panels being placed were first positioned nearly flat on the ground 
with the female bottom lip under the compression seal in the male 
connector of panels already in place (Incl 33). Then, the panel edge 
(male) away from the connecting edges was raised approximately 20 ino to 
allow engagement of the male and female hinging parts (Incl 34). After 
engagement, the panel was rotated into position. The end connector bar 
(Incls 35 and 36) was then used to lock the panels together as shown in 
Incls 37 and 38. A fixture was positioned on the panels to keep the 
end connector bar in position when the plastic retainer seal was removed 
(Incl 39). Inclosure 40 shows the end connection with the neoprene 
rubber cap ready to be installed on the end connector bar; the cap is 
shown installed in Incl 41. Five laborers and a foreman placed 
324 sq � of mat in 1-1/2 hours. During the placement, soapy water was 
applied with a brush to all neoprene seals just prior to individual 
panel placement. Checks were constantly made to ensure that the seals, 
connector bars, and neoprene caps were properly positioned for best 
performance. The problems usually encountered in placing mats over a 
2 percent crown were encountered, such as lifting previously placed 
p'Ulels to get connecting edges in the same plane as the panel being 
placed. Two of the 15 plastic retainer seals were broken when �orce 

-was -applied -to - remove -them tincl 42). The pull force must be applied 
parallel to the ground to prevent the plastic from crimping and failingo 
A layout of the test section showing the locations of the french drains, 
membrane, and data collection points is given in Incl 43. 

17. T�:c test se�tion was trafficked with a load cart loaded to 26,600 lb 
on one 49.00xl7 tire inflated to 100 psi (Incl 44). This equivalent 
SWL and tire pressure were computed from Miscellaneous Paper S-71-27 
based on the C-5A aircraft having a 571,000-lb total gross load. At 
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O coverages, the section was generally smooth and conformed to the 
crown of the subgrade after the anchor weights were positioned (Incl 45). 
The traffic was applied in the standard 20, 80, and 100 percent pattern 
(Incl 13) during normal and simulated rainfall. Water was sprayed 
over the traffic lane (Incl 46) to give any desired level of rainfall 
during a given period of traffic. Rainfall and traffic were applied 
simultaneously. Simulated rain was also applied overnight with a 
garden soaker hose as shown in Incl 47. Rainfall (artificial and 
natural) and coverage data for the period of traffic are given in Incl 48. 

18. At 140 coverages, mud was pumped from the bottom to the top of the 
ma.ts at the connecting edges of panels and corners (Incl 49). At 230 
coverages, the seal in the male connector at the joint of panels 4, 6, 
and 1 had worked out of its retaining position and was protruding up 
and even with the mat surface (Incl 50). Mud continued to be pumped 
onto the surface although not in an excessive amount (Incl 50). At 260 
coverages, a hole had been worn in the protruding seal by rubbing 
against the end connector bar. At 680 coverages, the seal on the male 
connector at the intersection of panels 2, 4, and 5 protruded up in a 
manner similar to that described above. This seal is shown in Incl 51 
at 1000 coverages. 

19. During the traffic period from 550 coverages on a�er a wet period, 
water could be observed being forced from under the mats and flowing 
along the edges of the mat sections due to the action of the load wheel. 
The section, however, remained relatively smooth throughout the period 
of traffic (Incl 52). The cross sections (Incl 53) indicated that the 
subgrade maintained part of the 2 percent crown throughout the test. 
The profiles (Incl 54) indicated that the subgrade at the center line 
and 2 ft south of the center line consolidated or changed approximately 
the same and that the profile 2 � north of the center line changed to 
a lesser degree. These curves show_ that a one-way slope to the south 
had developed which may have been caused by the outrigger wheel of the 
load cart since it always traveled over the south edge of the section. 
The deflection (Incl 55)_ changed-only- 0.1 in• during -cne t·est. The 
maximum deflections at 0 and 1290 coverages were 0.4 and 0.5 in., 
respectively. 

20. Traffic was continued to 1290 coverages. The antiskid had disbonded 
from approximately 2 to 8 percent of the surface on all panels. The 
seal along the male connector was protruding up in two locations (Incls 50 
and 51), and the �eal at the joint of panels 4, 6, and 1 had progressively 
worked out at 1290'coverages as shown on Incl 56. The movement of the 
mat under the traffic wheel appeared to be nominal, and the mat continued 
to provide a'smooth riding surface (Incl 52). No excessive stress areas 
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were observed in the mat. The test section had been exposed to over 
50 in. of natural and simulated rainfall; water was entering through 
the joints and running out at the edges, but the subgrade had not failed. 
The mat was taken up to observe the subgrade condition and to check the 
soil strength. 

21. Inclosure 57 shows a general view of the subgrade and mats at 
1290 coverages. The seal in the male connector shown in this photo had 
dislodged and torn. A close-up of dislodged and torn seals is shown 
in Incl 58. The seals in the end connector bars acquired a permanent 
set and were also distorted under traffic (Incl 59). All of the rubber 
end connector caps that were in the traffic lane had a hole worn in the 
top surface caused by the flexing of the panel against the end of the 
end connector bar (Incl 59). The location of soil penetrometer readings 
recorded in Incl 9 and condition of the subgrade a�er mat removal are 
shown in Incl 60. Water was ponding in a small area long the east edge 
of the traffic lane, but most of the water had run from under the mat to 
the south. Generally, the soil where the panels joined was of a slurry 
consistency. However, at some joints, the soil had been forced to form 
a small ridge and was relatively dry. A close-up of the slurry soil 
along the east french drain is shown in Incl 61. A summary of the soil 
data is given in Incl 9. The surface soil strength had dropped from 9 
to 6 CBR between 0 and 1290 coverages. The strength at other depths had 
increased slightly. The water content between 0 and 1290 coverages on 
the surface had increased from 20.1 to 21.2 percent, and at other depths, 
the percentage had decreased with coverages. In summary, between 0 and 
1290 coverages, the average water content, dry density, and CBR had 
increased by 1, 3, and 9 percent, respectively. 

22. The test section maintained some of the 2 percent crown and the 
rainfall continued to drain off the subgrade during the test. The load 
spread over the large tire print did not produce extreme mat movement 
(flexing at the joints) which would have pounded and disturbed the sub
grade allowing water to pond, soak in, and reduce the subgrade strength. 

2-3. The _tr--1.l.S-S ..web mat -va-s -designed -and initially tested as a heavy-duty 
mat to support a 50,000-lb SWL with 250-psi tire inflation pressure 
(200-sq-in. contact area) for 1000 coverages on a subgrade strength of 
4 CBR (test without seals above). In the waterproof C-5A test, a 
26,600-lb SWL with 100-psi tire inflation pressure (265-sq-in. contact 
area) was suppnrted on an 11-CBR subgrade for 1290 coverages. This 
loading condition produced a tire print 13 in. wide and 22 in. long as 
shown in Incl 62. 'The mat under these latter conditions of approximately 
one-half the design load on the mat with only two-fi�hs the tire 
inflation pressure and a one-third larger contact area on a subgrade 
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approximately three times as strong sustained 1290 coverages without 
failure during inclement weather conditions in which in excess of 50 in. 
of rain was deposited. 

24. The following results and conclusions are based on the test data 
presented above. 

Results of Traffic Test Without Seals 

a. The waterproof truss web mat will sustain 
50,000-lb SWL with 250-psi tire inflation pressure 
when placed on a subgrade with a rated CBR of 3. 7. 
equivalent to 1440 coverages on a 4-CBR subgrade. 

1020 coverages of the 
on a 56.oox16 tire 
This performance is 

b. There is little difference in the performance of the standard 
truss web mat and the truss web waterproof mat from a traffic viewpoint. 

c. The waterproof mat can be placed at a rate of 822 sq in. per 
man-hour on a flat subgrade with a 7-man crew. 

d. The half panels withstood the same number of coverages as the 
full panels with only a slight increase in the number of breaks •. 

e. The weakest areas of the panels were in the vertical welds at 
the corners and at the base of the top flange of the female connector 
which broke, protruded up, and became a tire hazard. 

f. The antiskid coating flaked off prior to test and continued to 
disbond from the mat in large areas during traffic. 

Results of Waterproof Test with_ S.eals-

g. The truss web waterproof mat with seals supported 1290 coverages 
of a 26,600-lb SWL with tire inflation pressure of 100 psi on a 2 percent 
transverse crown lean clay subgrade having an average strength range of 
11 to 12 CBR. During traffic over 50 in. of rain (natural and simulated ) 
was recorded. There were no structural failures of the panels during the 
test. 

h. The seals were not completely waterproof as water was observed 
flowing from under the mats at the section edges. 
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i. The male seal at the intersection of three panels was torn and/or 
dislodged and protruded up during traffic. 

j. Holes were worn in all of the water seal end connector bar 
caps. 

ko The end connector bar seals were distorted and took a permanent 
set in the testso 

Recommendations 

25. Based on the results obtained in this investigation, the following 
recommendations are believed to be warranted: 

a. The vertical weld at the corners should be strengthed and the 
corner contour should be more closely formed so the seals will fit 
properly and provide maximum waterproofing. · 

b. The metal should be more thoroughly cleaned prior to antiskid 
application to ensure adequate antiskid-to-metal bonding. 

c. Male panel seals should be redesigned and made more durable and 
be more securely attached.to the panels. 

do The connector bar seals should be more resilient, less susceptible 
to permanent set, ana expand farther when the retainer seals are removedo 

e. A better quality plastic or metal should be used for the end 
connector seal retainer. 

f o After the above improvements have been incorporated into the 
truss web mat, the waterproof mat should be field tested using the C-5A 
aircraft. 

62 Incl 
as 

C.F w/incl: 
Mr. Richard Navarin (AMCRD-TV ) 
Mr. R. G. Marshall (AMCRD-GP ) 

/1 I _jJ /) 
fa��.,<. (_'�'2.fVl1 

GORDON L. CARR 
Civil Engr Technician 
Landing Mat Branch 
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Bu11dle of truss web waterproof landing mat 



f\) 

FLJ.11 ( c:i - 9-ft) and �nalf ( 2- by 
of truss web waterproof landing mat 

panels 



Hand-filing weld from irregularly formed mat corners 

Incl 3 



Antiskid disbanded from mat prior to ar,,y traffic 



Pinhole in weld on pa.�el 21 prior to traffic 



Undercut of' 
on panel 8 

metal caused by weld torch 



a. MALE 

STANDARD WATERPROOF 

b. END 

Truss web connectors 

Incl 7 
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Test sect ion layout dow truss web 
2-X9-ft waterproof mat 
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/ 
Summary of CBR, Density, and Water Content Data· 

Water Dry 
No. of Depth Content Density CBR 

Coverages Location _l!!.!_ % J2Cf CBR Avera5e 

Stren5th Test 

0 Panel 8 0 28.7 89.4 3.4 

1 6 28.8 89.3 3.5 
12 28.4 88.8 4.6 

Avg 28.6 89.1 3.8 
3.833 

0 Panel 23 0 29.9 89.0 3.7 

1 6 30.7 88.3 3.2 
12 29.4 90.3 406 

Avg 30.0 89.2 3.8 

500 Panels 0 29.2 90.2 2.7 i 
10 and 11 6 26.5 92.4 3.5 3.633 

12 27.1 92.8 4.7 i Avg 27.6 91.8 3.6 

1000 Panels 0 29.1 90.2 3.5 

1 
15 and 16 6 29.6 91.5 3.6 

12 29.7 90.6 5.0 
Avg 29.5 90.8 4.033 

3.5 
1000 Panel 22 0 31.4 86.2 3.3 

j 
6 30.8 89.5 2.6 

12 30.1 90.3 3.1 
Avg '30.8 88.7 3.0 

Water12roof Test 

0 Panel 5 0 20.1 101.0 9.0 
6 17.2 96.2 11.0 

12 18.o 103.0 13.0 
Avg 18.4 100.l 11.0 

1290 Panels 0 21.2 101.9 6.o 
6 and 7 6 16.8 104.9 i4.o 

12 17.7 104.1 15.0 
Avg 18.6 103.6 12.0 

See note on next page 

Incl 9a 
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NOTE: 

Depth 

...!!!..=._ 

0 
2 
4 
6 
8 

The following airfield cone index readings taken at 1290 coverages were 
converted to CBR's: 

CBR Values at Locations ( See Incl 60) 
1 2 _ 3_ 4 _2_ _6 _]__ _8 _ 

o.4 0.9 2. 5 o.4 o. 0 11.0 0 
11.0 14.o 14.o 12.0 4.o 9.0 18.0 3.0 
16.o 18.o 18.o 18.o 5.0 4.o 12.0 
18.o 11.0 3.0 11.0 

18.o 18.o 18.o 

Incl 9b 



Plac ing trus s web waterproof mat (no s e al s )  



Connecting ends of truss web waterproof landing mat 



Tes t load c art 50,000-lb s ingle-wheel load on 5CX16 
tire with 250-ps i tire inflation pres s ure 



132° TRAFFIC LANE 

24" 8011 

- i 2 -1 3 -1 4 I 5 I e I , 
TRAFFIC LINES 

NOTE: EACH PASS IS EQUAL TO A COVERAGE 

BY A 12-IN. -WIDE L OAD WHEEL OVER 

EACH TRAFFIC LINE. 

8 

Traffic distribution truss-web mat 

Incl 13 

24" 
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General view of test section at 0 coverages 
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First break occurred on panel 6 in the female I-lock 
corner at 480 coverages 



TOP 
FEMALE CONNECTOR 

BOTTOM OF MAT 

Break on vertical slope leg of female connector at 
.480 coverages 

VERTICAL SLOPE LEG 

1-..--I-LOCK 
CONNECTOR 



MALE CONNECTOR AT 500 COVERAGES 
A. WEAR ON TOP OF MALE EDGE 
8, DEFORMED SEAL RETAINER SLOT 

Male connector at 500 coverages 

Incl 20 



General view of' test section at 1020 coverages 
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Typical breaks at the female I-lock corner on 
panels 15 and 16 at 1020 coverages 



Typical breaks at the female I-lock corner on 
panels 19 and 20 at 1020 coverages 



T;roical break at the female I-lock corner on 
panel and hal:I:� panel B at 1020 coverages 
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T;y-pical failures at the male I-lock corner 
at 1020 coverages 



Half panel B failure at the male I-loc k  c orner 
.at 1020 c overage s 



Failed half panel A a�er 1020 coverages 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION. CORPS 01" ENGINEERS 

P. 0. BOX 631 
VICKSBURG. MISSISSIPPI 39180 

IN IH .. L'I' IU:P'l:R T01 WESSS 9 July 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Dow 2-X-9-ft-waterproof mat 

1. Background: Abbreviated evaluations were conducted on the Dow 2-X-9-ft 
waterproof mats in hanger 4 to determine the effectiveness of the waterproof 
seals. The panels were placed on saw-horses and connected with seals installed. 
Water was applied to the top surface and by having the panels elevated above 
the ground, it was possible to observe all areas of potential leaks. All 
edge were connections and evaluated. 

2. The 2-f't pre-compressed seals as finally delivered, are 0. 2 in. narrower 
than the sample seals that were initially shown to WES representatives for 
observation and approval. The seals meander when pre-compressed for shipnent 
and also meander when released in the connector to waterproof a mat joint. 
Five end joints with seal as delivered were connected for testing and all 
joints leaked. Various size welding rods were inserted below the seal edge 
and removed on three additional joints to assure that the seals were straight 
and in the center of the vertical panel edge and one of these joints was 
waterproof. However, under movement, the seal will move up or down arid the 
water seal will be broken. Another effort was tried using a wire rod in the 
center void of the seal to make the 2-ft compression seals extend :t'u.rther out 
to make a positive seal and/or keep the end of the seal in a �ontrolled 
position. One eighth, and 3/16-in. rods were tried and only the 1/8-in. rods 
could be forced into the void. The rod was lef't in place and when water was 
applied to the mat surface, the joint leaked. 

3. The "T" connection of three panels, formed by the intersection of two 
panel ends along the male connector, leaked on numerous joints. (6 to 8). In 
some cases the seal along the male connector is "wiped down" causing the 
end of the locking bars to go on top of the seal instead of compressing into 
the male seal. In some cases, water leaks at the corners of the locking bar 
on the male connector and possibly in some cases water gets into the hollow 
rubber lock bar seals and the water flows to a_point where the seal is not 

-compressed and-lea.ks occur. 

4. The other "T\! connection of three panels, formed by the intersection of 
two panel ends along the female connector, leaked on all panel joints tried. 
This is the joint in which a rubber cap is used over the locking bar end. 
This connection leaked at the corners and water appeared to get into the 
arrowhead seal slot and is channelled to the panel end to leak. This has 
occurred with the original caps and modified caps. Later the modified caps 
were revised (some rubber was cut away) and the c�p corners packed with auto 

Incl 29a 



WES SS 9 July 1974 
SUBJECT: Dow 2-X-9-ft-waterproof mat 

strip calk. and/or ribbon calk. However, none of these efforts have resulted 
in a completely waterproof joint 

5. A calk sllico�e sealant 1200 that cures tack-free within one hour has 
proven satisfactory in making water darns and in waterproofing some points 
in the mat joints so water can be ponded over joints to determine if the 
joints leak. The silicone calk tends to soften the paint and caused 
disbondment of the y,aint. 

6. Sticky back foam strips were placed in each "I" lock connector so that 
the compression seal (2-ft joint) would be tighter when expanded. This idea 
looked promising in sample mat joints, however when tried on panels, the 
joint was so tight that the plastic compression retainer strip elongated or 
broke when force was applied to remove it, hence the seals could not be de
ployed. Commercial weather stripping was used on the end of the lock bars 
that compresses against the seal on the male connector. This so� spongy 
stripping worked for a few minutes, but the materiel absorbed the water and 
leaked once it became saturated. 

7. Gasket seals from auto supplies and.hardware companies have been 
purchased and installed in various ways in a.� attempt to make the panels 
waterproof. The basic problem was that the back edge of the seals were not 
designed to fit into the arrowhead recess of the male connectors. Thus there 
was no positive method. to attach the seals with assurance that they would 
remain in place. 

8. At the conclusion of the evaluation, only the 9-� seal along the male 
connector had proven to be waterproof. For this seal to perform satisfactorily, 
care must be exercised when connecting panels, to assure the seal remains 
in an "up" position. As an aid in accomplishing this, the connecting parts 
are made slick prior to connecting by coating with� soapy water, Sta-slick 
spray, silicone spray, grease, etc. The seal may also be taped in an "up" 
position {especially near the panel ends) prior to connecting. 

9. Recommendation: _Closer working relations need to be established with 
a rubber sealing company and redesign seals made and tried on prototype 
mats. Close tolerance and better workmanship will have to be imposed on the 
mat fabricators to give true corners, smooth edges and no excess weld in seal 
areas. 

2 

GORDON L. CARR 
Civil Engineer Technician 
Landing Mat Branch 

Incl 29b 



Location of waterproof mat test 



French drains 1 ft wide and 10 in. deep 
ac ro s s  te st sect ion 
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Plac ing panel fl�t to get b ottom female lip under the c ompre s s ion s e al prior to  lift ing t o  
3 0  to 4 5  d e g  to 1rngage male- female h ing c onnect ion 



Panel at 30 to 45 deg to engage male-female hinge 
connection 
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\.Jl Waterproof end c onnector bar with plas t ic retainer s e al 



Cross s ectiorr of waterproof end connector bar 





End connector L'1 position locking two panels 
together 



1; i'ixture used to hold the end connector bar in position 
when the plastic retainer is pulled out 



Neoprene end coni•ector bar cap ready to be 
installed 



Neoprene cap in sealing position as seen along the 
male connector 
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Test load cart, 2 6 ,000-lb single-wheel load on 49;<17 
tire with 100-psi tire inflation pressure 



General view of waterproof mat test section at 

0 coverages 



Simulated rain by spraying water on test mat. Quantity 

was regulated with water meter 



Test section wetted overnight with garden soaker hose 



Rainfall and Coverages 

Date Rainfa111 in. 
{12I4} Coverases AEElication Time1 Hrs Actual Accumulated 

15 Jul 31-40 Sprayhose 30.5 0.33 0.33 

15 Jul 51-60 Sprayhose .5 0.27 0.60 . 

15 Jul 71-80 Sprayhose .5 0.67 1.27 

15 Jul 81-90 Sprayhose .5 1.50 2.77 

16 Jul 101-110 Sprayho:se .5 1.66 4.43 

16 Jul 121-130 Sprayhose .5 1.5 5.93 

16 Jul 141-150 Sprayhose .5 1.9 7.83 

16 Jul Natural 2.0 o.4 8.23 

17 Jul 161-170 Sprayhose .5 2.22 10.45 

17 Jul 181-190 Sprayhose .5 2.7 13.15 

17 Jul 201-210 Sprayhose .5 1.5 14.65 

17 Jul 211-220 Sprayhose .5 2.3 16.95 

17 Jul 231-240 Sprayhose .5 2.4 19.35 

17 Jul 251-260 Sprayhose .5 2.5 21.85 

18 Jul 271-280 Sprayhose .5 2.22 24.07 

18 Jul 301-310 Sprayhose .5 1.92 25.99 

18 Jul 221-230 Sprayhose .5 1.92 27.91 

18 Jul 341-350 Sprayhose .5 1.67 29.58 

19 Jul 361-370 Sprayhose .5 0.25 29.83 

19 Jul 391-400 Sprayhose .5 o.64 30.47 

22 Jul 411-420 Sprayhose .5 0.16 30.63 

22 Jul 431-440 Sprayhose .5 0.19 30.82 

22 Jul 451-460 Sprayhose .5 0.21 31.03 

22 Jul Soaker .5 0.13 31.16 

22 Jul 461-470 Sprayhose .5 0.16 31.32 

22 Jul Overnight Natural 0.14 31.46 

22-23 Jul Soaker 16.o 2.5 33.96 

23 Jul 491-500 Sprayhose .5 0.20 34.16 

23 Jul 511-520 Sprayhose .5 0.20 34.36 

23 Jul 531-540 Sprayhose .5 0.21 34.57 

23 Jul 551-560 Sprayhose .5 0.23 34.80 

Incl 48a 



Rainfall and Coverages (cont'd) 

Date Rainfall2 in. 
�1214) Coverages AEJ21ication Time2 Hrs Actual Accumulated 

24 Jul 571-580 Sprayhose .5 0.24 35.04 

24 Jul 591-600 Sprayhose .5 0.19 35.23 

24 Jul 621-630 Sprayhose .5 o.43 35.66 

24 Jul 661-680 Sprayhose 1.0 0.38 36.04 

24-25 Jul Overnight Soaker 16.o 2.01 38.05 

25 Jul 721-740 Sprayhose 1.0 0.38 38.43 

25 Jul 761-780 Sprayhose 1.0 0.33 38.76 

25-26 Jul Overnight Soaker 16.o 0.71 39.47 

26 Jul 801-830 Natural 2.0 0.60 40.07 

26 Jul 851-860 Sprayhose .5 0.28 40.35 
26 Jul 871-890 Sprayhose 1.0 0.59 40.94 

26-27 Jul Weekend Natural 1.11 42.05 

29 Jul 911-930 Sprayhose 1.0 0.38 42.43 

29 Jul 961-990 Sprayhose 1.5 1.15 43.58 

30 Jul 1001-1020 Sprayhose 1.0 0.91 44.49 

31 Jul 1041-1060 Sprayhose 1.0 0.53 45.02 

31 Jul 1081-1100 Sprayhose 1.0 0.93 45.95 

31 Jul 1121-1130 Sprayhose .5 o.64 46.59 

1 Aug 1141-1160 Sprayhose 1.0 1.4 47.99 

1 Aug 1181-1200 Sprayhose 1.0 o.86 48�85 

1 Aug 1221-1240 Sprayhose 1.0 1.16 50.03 

2 Aug 1261-1280 Sprayhose 1.0 0.99 51.02 

Incl 48b 



Mud pmnped on mat surface at j 1mcture of' three panels at 
140 coverages 
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Male seal loose and protruding up in same with 

mat surface at coverages 



Male seal loose and protruding up in same plane with mat surface at 1000 
coverages at juncture of panels 2, 4, and 5 



Vl 
f\) General view of section at: 1290 coverages 
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Male seal protruding up at jtmction of panels 4, 6, 
and 7 at 1290 coverages 
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General view of subgrade and mat at 1290 coverages looking 

east. I'Jote male seal torn and/or dislodged 
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End connector bar seals distorted after 1290 coverages. 

lJote permanent set of seals and hole in neoprene cap 
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Close-up of mat after J290 coverages showing 
relative size of tire print on mat 




